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• By Rama Bijapurkar

'The old order changeth yielding place to
the new
And Godfulfils himself in many ways
Lest one good custom should corrupt the
world"

Tennyson

T
HIS year's special issue of case stud-
ies flags off the new concerns that
Indian business will have to deal
with, and provides valuable inputs
on how to think about them. It is

dedicated to the 'incredible Indian man-
ager' who has just finished dealing, very
creditably, with sluggish domestic de-
mand and the 'do or die' imperative of
having to get costs under control, as
global markets beckon and domestic
markets get overrun by invaders.

Yes, corporate profits have been good,
lots of financial and organisation restruc-
turing has occurred, and business portfo-
lios have been ruthlessly spruced up. Most

heartening is the determined overseas
thrust of Indian business, beyond the IT
sector, to establish Indian goods and serv-
ices in demanding first world markets,
and to acquire and run businesses in sev-
eral parts of the world. Though baby steps
in the globalisation of India, they are actu-
ally huge strides for a business communi-
ty that has been constrained and con-
fined, and insulated and protected.

But before the laurels can be rested on,
there's a whole new slew of concerns and
challenges for the Indian manager to
deal with, and a whole new set of learn-
ing to be had, in the process. It is a bit like
the voyage to Atlantis that W.H. Auden
writes about:

"Should storms, as well may happen
Drive you to anchor for a week
In some old harbour city of Ionia, then

speak
With her witty scholars ... learn their
logic...
Again, should you come to gay
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Carthage or Corinth, take part
In their endless gaiety ...
Listen with attentiveness
Toher life story

Unlessyou become acquainted now
With each refuge that tries to
Counterfeit Atlantis, how
Will you recognise the true?"

And there is no doubt that the incredi-
ble Indian manager will respond magnifi-
cently to this new set of challenges too.
And learn from each one of them. Many of
these challenges relate to the 'softer'
issues of business; though I do believe
that 'soft' sometimes has a harder edge to
it than the traditional 'hard' issues!

Here's a quick run through of the issues
covered in this compendium of case stud-
ies (a more detailed discussion will follow):

Gender and workplace related issues
that women and their employers will
increasingly have to deal with, as the
growth in service businesses brings more
and more women into the workplace;
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Issues of worklife balance that will affect
men too in their struggle to stay on the
fast track at work, as well as be the father
figure at home; issues of whether organi-
sations and parents are forcing the new
generation to stay in the 'cookie cutter'
education pattern

The multifaceted challenges that will
engage all parts of the rapidly ballooning
BPO sector, such as high attrition rates
and how to build the full spectrum of
capabilities required for success, in a situ-
ation where the 'doing' arm does not
think, and vice versa; The future social
shock that may emerge from a lot of
young people who spend many hours
being 'zoned' and 'spaced' out working to
American time and twang; and more
social shock that may happen if con-
sumerism destroys the fabric of social val-
ues that our society has been built upon.

The less esoteric - but equally impor-
tant - question that many consumer
goods companies must address, of how
to respond to value migrating away from
the marketer to the retailer, or to the
service provider; The evergreen, never-
ending search for the holy grail of the
humungous food market, one that has
had very little success in persuading con-
sumers to change their palates and their
cooking habits.

Issues of how best traditional family
businesses, be it a humble kirana store or
a big industrial house, must navigate the
journey to modernity.

This issue is arranged in an orderly
fashion with sections titled 'Human
Factors', 'Tactics & Strategies'
and 'Ethical Issues in
Marketing'. r. however, plan
to abandon this functional
cut and introduce this issue
by writing about broad
themes I found, cutting
across ections.

'Women In the workplace':
Ring In the new Issues, forget
the old hackneyed ones
In a presentation made a
few years ago to the crr sub-
committee for women
empowerment, Anita
Ramachandran of Cerebrus
Consulting had made the
point that the rapidly grow-
ing sectors of financial serv-
ices, IT and IT-enabled serv-
ices, media, travel, etc., have
a large concentration of
women employees - a

trend that is here to stay and accelerate.
Twenty to 35 per cent em ·loyees in these
sectors are women, unlike in the more
traditional manufacturing sector, where
less than 10 per cent are women. Ten to
20 per cent of these women-friendly sec-
tors have women in senior management
positions. I do believe that it is now time
for these businesses, at last, to make the
effort to understand issues that women
have, and manage for them. In an era of
talent shortage, where market opportuni-
ties exist and reasonably priced finance is
available, many companies cite lack of
'management bandwidth' as a key factor
constraining growth. So enabling all sec-
tors of talent to stay in the workforce is
good business, not mere affirmative
action.

One of the issues raised and explored
by the case analysts is that recruiting and
retaining women in the managerial work-
place isn't merely about managing diver-
sity, but about leveraging diversity to
make for better business solutions.
Another very valid point made is that
India "has an opportunity to NOT walk
that path [the beaten track of gender and
workplace issues as they have evolved
around the world], but can create a new
path", i.e., be pioneers in creating a new
model of a gender-friendly workplace. In
fact, it is time to change the vocabulary. It
isn't about creating a gender-friendly
workplace. It is about creating a gender
empowering workplace. It isn't about ask-
ing: "What can we do to make a woman
work more like a man?" It is about recog-
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Issues of worklife balance that will affect
men too in their struggle to stay on the
fast track at work, as well as be the father
figure at home; issues of whether organi-
sations and parents are forcing the new
generation to stay in the 'cookie cutter'
education pattern

The multifaceted challenges that will
engage all parts of the rapidly ballooning
BPO sector, such as high attrition rates
and how to build the full spectrum of
capabilities required for success, in a situ-
ation where the 'doing' arm does not
think, and vice versa; The future social
shock that may emerge from a lot of
young people who spend many hours
being 'zoned' and 'spaced' out working to
American time and twang; and more
social shock that may happen if con-
sumerism destroys the fabric of social val-
ues that our society has been built upon.

The less esoteric - but equally impor-
tant - question that many consumer
goods companies must address, of how
to respond to value migrating away from
the marketer to the retailer, or to the
service provider; The evergreen, never-
ending search for the holy grail of the
humungous food market, one that has
had very little success in persuading con-
sumers to change their palates and their
cooking habits.

Issues of how best traditional family
businesses, be it a humble kirana store or
a big industrial house, must navigate the
journey to modernity.

This issue is arranged in an orderly
fashion with sections titled 'Human
Factors', 'Tactics & Strategies'
and 'Ethical Issues in
Marketing'. I. however, plan
to abandon this functional
cut and introduce this issue
by writing about broad
themes I found, cutting
across ections.

'Women In the workplace':
Ring In the new Issues, forget
the old hackneyed ones
In a presentation made a
few years ago to the cn sub-
committee for women
empowerment, Anita
Ramachandran of Cerebrus
Consulting had made the
point that the rapidly grow-
ing sectors of financial serv-
ices, IT and IT-enabled serv-
ices, media, travel, etc., have
a large concentration of
women employees - a

trend that is here to stay and accelerate.
Twenty to 35 per cent employees in these
sectors are women, unlike in the more
traditional manufacturing sector, where
less than 10 per cent are women. Ten to
20 per cent of these women-friendly sec-
tors have women in senior management
positions. I do believe that it is now time
for these businesses, at last, to make the
effort to understand issues that women
have, and manage for them. In an era of
talent shortage, where market opportuni-
ties exist and reasonably priced finance is
available, many companies cite lack of
'management bandwidth' as a key factor
constraining growth. So enabling all sec-
tors of talent to stay in the workforce is
good business, not mere affirmative
action.

One of the issues raised and explored
by the case analysts is that recruiting and
retaining women in the managerial work-
place isn't merely about managing diver-
sity, but about leveraging diversity to
make for better business solutions.
Another very valid point made is that
India "has an opportunity to NOT walk
that path [the beaten track of gender and
workplace issues as they have evolved
around the world]. but can create a new
path", i.e., be pioneers in creating a new
model of a gender-friendly workplace. In
fact, it is time to change the vocabulary. It
isn't about creating a gender-friendly
workplace. It is about creating a gender
empowering workplace. It isn't about ask-
ing: "What can we do to make a woman
work more like a man?" It is about recog-

nising that this segment oftalent has con-
siderable capabilities and constraints,
and about beginning serious dialogue to
achieve the goal of enabling women to be
themselves in the workplace, because, as
one case analyst says: "You have to be
yourself to deliver results". As Germaine
Greer once said, despite so many years in
the workplace, women have still not fig-
ured out whether to kick butt like a man
or be themselves.

What I got from the case analysts was
that issues related to women in the work-
place have shifted from the very mundane
'hygiene' factors that existed maybe 25
years ago when women were a rarity in the
workplace - stuff like whether there were
loos for women (many of my clients in
those days, especially good engineering
companies did not!), or whether the retail-
er would be able to do business with a
woman. One of the case analysts, a market-
ing manager, says that retailers are far
more sophisticated than marketing men
think they are. Somehow I tend to believe
her implicitly. Retailers do not care if you
wear trousers or salwar kameez; (whichev-
er gender you may bel), as long as you can
show them the colour of money.

While there are cases that deal with
glass ceilings, and troublesome whistle
blowers, there is also one that talks of how
women must use career breaks to their
advantage and use the time to re-skill
themselves.

I cannot resist a humourous tailpiece to
end this part of my introduction. One of
the cases in the marketing section is

called 'Usage For Managing
Brands', and explores
whether hiring people who
use the product is a "must
have" for better brand man-
agement. "No bias please" is
the outraged comment from
one of the male analysts. It
reminded me of the debate
on whether you could be a
good obstetrician, if you did
not have a clue what it was
like to carry and give birth to
a baby. But we all know that
this is one more beautiful
theory slain by ugly facts of
well known male obstetri-
cians, whose patients swear
by them! But I read a story
from Jerry Della Femina,
advertising guru, of getting
copywriters of both genders
to write ad copy for a tam-
pon brand; and the woman
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came up with a brilliant line which, I
think, settles this debate once for all. The
line was: "the only good thing about get-
ting your period is knowing that you are
not pregnant"!

Employee as 'customer'
While there are cases that deal with glass
ceilings, and troublesome whistle blow-
ers, there is also one that talks of how
women must use career breaks to their
advantage and use the time to re-skill
themselves.

Embedded in these cases are some
interesting issues about how (not) to con-
duct exit interviews and use it as a tool for
learning, not a tool for resolution of con-
flict. As one of the analysts says: "An exit
interview is customer feedback. You do
not challenge customer perception. You
learn from it." He goes on to the make the
point that if perception is different from
reality, and if others have the same per-
ception as the departing employee, "it
needs to be understood, not challenged".

Do HR managers and CEOs spend
enough time looking at the new demo-
graphic and social trends that influence
how people think about their jobs? Long-
term orientation, cradle-to-grave jobs,
one big peak to aspire for twenty years
down the road, etc., are gobbledygook to
a new generation that has put its life on
hold from standard nine onwards, has
slogged through brutal competition (the
better the talent, the more brutal the slog)
and is saying: "Hey, its payback time
now". In a world governed by uncertainty
and temptation, in an India where suc-
cessful entrepreneurship is now a more
sought-after dream for young people
than heading an MNC, to expect long-
term loyalty from customers and employ-
ees is a pipe dream. Does the paradigm
used for HR policy setting need to change
dramatically?

In the war for talent, companies have to
pay attention to building the 'employer
brand" that is both relevant and have
competitive advantage. It isn't about
supplier hardsell at pre-placement talks. It
is about answering the questions: 'Who am
I? and 'Why buy me and not someone
else?' It is about soul searching to articulate
answers to these, it is about configuring the
proposition based on a sound assumption
of 'employee-consumer' behaviour, it is
about configuring the 'product' (work,
career path, processes, relationship, etc.)
that can walk the talk, and about continu-
ously monitoring these, exactly as you
would in any market.

In the war lor talent,
companies have to pay
aHenlion to building an
employer brand that Is
both relevant and has

compelilive advantage
...•
Human Fallouts Ol-Uuslness
Worklife Balance; Who Manages The
'Dual Personality' Problem Of The Call
Centre kid; 'Doing Skills vs Being skills'
I just paused here to ask myself why I am
devoting so many words to human issues
instead of moving on to other topics. And I
think the answer is that if services is our
future, if we pride ourselves on our talent, if
we want to be the 'back office to the world',
then this is the most critical issue to
address. Also, some of these issues are the
unintended fallouts of business compul-
sions, on to society at large, and they bear
reflection. As one of the analysts says:
"Business is but a subset of life. The 'soft'
skills of relating genuinely with people
come first; this is the foundation. Hard
managerial skills can be built on this." Says
another analyst to the protagonist of a
case: "Managers are human too. Iagat, you
also deserve a shot at a life of being your-
self, not a battle to avoid extinction." There
emerges the phrase again: "be yourself".
Once each from one analyst of each gen-
der. Maybe the future is about authenticity.
That's what an exit poll analyst on CNN
said about George Bush's election victory:
"People think he is authentic'. Maybe
organisations should work at being them-
selves too - at having more authenticity.
Kakoli Saha , a business psychologist from
Ahmedabad, recently said to me about
management education: "We are focusing
too much on 'doing' skills. We need to
teach an equal amount of 'being skills'.
Maybe that's why 'Artof Living' and the like
have such a huge market. There clearly
seems to be a consumer demand for them.

In the case of MNCs vs farnily- owned
businesses, one analyst sums it up: "For
most executives from MNCs, strategy is
about deciding what 'to do' since what
they want 'to be' is already well defined.
For an organisation like Monaco [a family-
managed business being forced to change
in order to survive], the key is, what do
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New skills lor new businesses: moving Into
retail and new services
There are two cases on the paint business
and the realisation that paint companies
sell paint while consumers buy a painted
wall for their home. As one analyst says:
"The consumer seems to be led by every-
body except the paint company." And into
that abyss, is no man's land and a lot of
financial value. Yet, to grab a piece of that
action is very difficult - and the chal-
lenge of going from 'no brainer' ideas to
scaled reality.

There is a power shift and a value
migration towards retail. A few cases
explore the issues facing companies want-
ing to get into retailing. Do they have the
requisite skills? Can they acquire them?
Should they?

There is a case study about the need for
a comprehensive audit of media spend,
which involves bringing, for the first time,
an integrated service that does a compli-
ance and financial audit (Where did all

they want to be?"
Work-life balance is already emerging as

a very important issue, irrespective of gen-
der. I hear it from my students at IIM-A,the
ultimate temple where success is wor-
shipped, the last place where I would
expect to hear anything about moderating
success with happiness. One of the cases,
'An Officer And A Parent' is about a father
who was so busy with his work (with rea-
son too), that he failed to discover prob-
lems with his son. "Do managers invest
more in managing the workplace than they
do in managing other areas?" asks the ana-
lyst. Maybe the era of the macho manager
in the macho organisation is oyer.

Another unintended consequence of
business, this time the BPO business, that
is explored in one of the cases is about the
creation of a strange schizophrenic sub-
culture called "little America". It is,' quite
alien to parents, and quite hard even for
the individual caught between the life she
has at work and the life she has outside of
it. One of the case analysts says: "Call cen-
tres create a surreal world and an imposed
reality for their employees that is, per-
haps, in accordance with the demands of
their profession, and the psychological
effect on the individual of constant sur-
veillance. But on moral grounds, they
need to look at its consequences from
their employees' point of view. It seems to
necessitate some compensatory process-
es to help people come back to 'normal.' I
think that would make sound business
sense too, and contain attrition.
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the rebates go?Were all the spots airedi), a
media effectiveness audit (Was the media
plan the best possibler), and a rate bench-
marking audit (Arewe paying more or less
than others?) But does anyone have the
composite set of skills to offer this service?
What does it take to build or buy and
seamlessly bundle all these skills togeth-
er? My finance friends on boards would
love this service. But why are clients not
queuing up at their doorsteps for this
obvious thing?

One analyst, in a case relating to the
future of the kirana store, says that it will
be around for quite some time. But his
advice to them is to see what more they can
do to leverage themselves and their deep
roots within the local community - dry
cleaning services, photography services,
etc. It's the same question as before: How
can kirana shops form buying alliances to
compete with organised retail?

One analyst warns that it is important
to look at the (il) logic of marketing com-
panies wanting to own retail. Should
Boeing start an airline? Should Colgate go
into dentists' clinics? It reminds me of a
line in Henry Mintzberg's book about the
famous Levitt question of "what business
are you in?" He asks: "If you are in the
buggy whip business, should you move to
the flagellation business?" Or, indeed,
into the buggy business?

The common refrain through all this is
'stick to your skillset, stupid'. Or at least, do

not forget to add 'commonality of skillsets'
to your criteria, when you are contemplat-
ing business scope re-definition, by study-
ing where in the value chain value has
migrated. And watch out - brands are not
always portable across the value chain.

Killing a good idea with market research
No case study compendium is complete

without the ritual bashing of market
research. And this too is no exception. MR
disapproves of a washing machine com-
pany wanting to get into laundry services.
You can read the case analyses for your-
self, but the issue of market research ver-
sus consumer insight is best summed up
by Auden again, and I quote from his
poem 'The Unknown Citizen':

If services is our future, if
we pride ourselves on our

talent, if we want to be
the back onice to the

world, then human issues
are the most critical ones

to address
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"Hewas found by the Bureau of Statistics to
be
One against whom there was no official
complaint,
And all reports on his conduct agree
That in the modern sense of an old fash-
ioned word, he was a saint

He was fully sensible of the advantages of
the installment plan,
And had everything necessary to the mod-
ern man
A gramophone, a radio, a car and a
Frigidaire
Our researchers into Public Opinion are
content

That he held the proper opinions for the
time of the year

Was he free? Was he happy? The
Question is absurd;

Had anything been wrong, we would
have heard.

(written in 1939!)

This case study special issue, like all the
others before it, has an outstanding set of
analysts who have incisively commented
on the cases. The diversity of the analysts
makes for so many different ways to skin
any cat - the mavericks, the establish-
ment, the consultants, the practitioners,
the pragmatists - all, the dreamers of
India Inc., have all had their say here.
Happy Reading. -


